ERRATA, FIXES, UPDATES, AND
NOTES
02 February 2016
The sun did come up today. Well, actually it was pretty darn cloudy.
But, as expected, Showdown at Widow Creek, the eleventh book in the
Hardy Boys Adventures series, was issued.
03 February 2016
Shoot. On the order form, it’s mentioned that the seventh edition
comes in four volumes. Actually, it’s three. ’Cause I ran out of spine colors.
07 February 2016
Oops. On The Shore Road Mystery, I had the order wrong for the dust
jackets on 1941A-23 and 1941B-24. The 5050 dust jacket came before
the version with no price code and twenty titles on the flap. Please do a bit
of scribbling on your copy of H&HI. Perhaps a two-headed arrow? Note
that there’s a somewhat similar problem on the 1942 printings of What
Happened at Midnight. However, the order is correct on Midnight.
The last dust jacketed printing of The Mystery of the Flying Express
should be 1961B-40, not 1961A-40. We have an automatic numberer,
but not an automatic letter incrementer.
16 February 2016
The eleventh printing of Trouble at the Arcade popped up.
07 March 2016
Oasis releases The Battle of Bayport, the sixth of the Hardy Boys
Adventures, in unabridged audio format.
08 March 2016
Ugh. Well, with, and, whatever. But it’s a good point… Thanks, Becky.
09 March 2016
A Figure in Hiding. 1942B-7 now has a price code of P.C.J., rather
than missing. All copies seen previously had been clipped. I dunno why.
The Disappearing Floor. 1952A-19’s back flap of eight Rick Brant
tales does have a price code of 110-150.
19 March 2016
The Missing Chums. 1950B-35 now has a price code of 7575, rather
than missing.
A Figure in Hiding. 1953A-23 now has a price code of 9595, rather
than missing.
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08 March 2016
Multiple copies of The Secret of the Old Mill, 1956A-48, exist with
absolutely no price code on the front flap.
28 March 2016
Derf. In the introduction to the seventh edition, I spelled Flesch incorrectly. (Also in a footnote in the intro to the sixth, but we’ll leave that one
there.)
19 April 2016
The first two titles in the new Hardy Boys Clue Book are released in
both in paperback and Kindle formats. These’d be The Video Game Bandit
and The Missing Playbook. A new interactive series. Though much like the
corresponding Nancy Drew Clue Book series, there’s not a whole boatload
of interaction to be had.
02 May 2016
The second printing of the seventh edition of Hardy and Hardy
Investigations is released. This time I matched the spine colors up a bit
better to reflect the contents (red, brown, and blue,) and used a uniform
font for the spine lettering. I kinda liked the smaller to bigger fonts, but was
talked into having them match, style-wise. No changes to the text. Time for
SynSine Press to start working on The Alphabet for Big Kids.
03 May 2016
The first four titles in the main series, The Tower Treasure through
The Missing Chums, come out with new wraparound covers. Alas, they’re
the 1959 through 1962 rewrites. Post-text advertisements are for series
that are out of print.
07 June 2016
A three-in-one! The first three Hardy Boys Adventures is now available
as a single 448 page brick.
The Madman of Black Bear Mountain, volume #12 in the Hardy Boys
Adventures, hits the shelves and electrons.
02 August 2016
Hardy Boys Adventures Ultimate Thrills Collection. A boxed set of the
first ten capers in the Adventures series. It’s collectible! But what do you
want to bet it’s old stock that they had trouble unloading otherwise. Nancy
pulled the same gag on the same day with her Diaries.
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09 August 2016
The third Clue Book, Water-Ski Wipeout was issued both electronically
and in dead tree format.
15 August 2016
Rumors abound that Skin & Bones was written by Patricia Nenney
Roth. Still checking on that.
Upcoming Festivities
These are all projected books and dates. No telling if any of these
might just pull a Who-Dunnit Book. But let’s be optimistic.
11 October 2016
The thirteenth Hardy Boys Adventures book, Bound for Danger, is set
to be released. Paperback, hardback, Kindle. Something for everyone!
Guess they never read volume #140.
08 November 2016
Papercutz comes back to play with a graphic novel titled Hardy Boys
Adventures #1. Lobdell, Henrique, and Tim Smith 3 put it together. Quite
the comedown from their earlier Hardy Boys efforts, at least in name. If
anything in the coming soon category doesn’t make it, my money is on this
guy.
06 December 2016
Hardy Boys Clue Book #4, Talent Show Tricks is expected to come
out as Kindle, paperback, and hardcover.
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